TSA is Modernizing Security Screening For Less

Contact

Artificial intelligence, facial recognition and machine learning could streamline and accelerate technology amid the pandemic.
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COVID-19 forced many federal agencies to overhaul their IT strategies and transform the way they do work. But for some agencies, like the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), COVID-19 is changing the way they accomplish their mission.
To help slow the spread of the novel coronavirus, TSA began changing the security screening process in airports and is now exploring new innovative technologies like artificial intelligence, facial recognition and machine learning to facilitate a smoother, contactless and more efficient security-screening experience for passengers and TSA agents, said TSA Acquisition Program Management Assistant Administrator Mario Wilson.

“A lot of tech advancements are really looking at not only the traditional threats we're used to looking at, but also potential future ones,” Wilson said at a FedInsider webinar last week. “We have been very aggressive at not only identifying baggage, but also how do we ... continue to improve on that technology?”

A facial-recognition pilot project recently deployed to Reagan Washington National Airport scans passengers’ faces and IDs instead of requiring passengers to hand their ID to a TSA agent — potentially spreading COVID-19.

Wilson said TSA also invested in computational typography (CT) scanning systems to improve bag screening.

“We acquired 300 of those CT systems and have 150 deployed today,” he said. (All 300 will deploy by the end of the year.) “We’re very actively looking at upgrades to our advanced imaging tech and improved software to reduce alarms and the contact rate. We're in the process of upgrading the checked baggage systems. We're looking at how much can we reduce the alarm rates. That will result in fewer needs to open passengers’ bags, which ultimately helps the entire experience and the speed.”

Within industry, there is opportunity for TSA to not only stem the spread of a dead virus, but also to improve the security screening process overall.

“I absolutely think it's feasible, with e-gates, biometrics, that really gets the contact out of this process,” said Jim Moos, president of Leidos’ science and technology solutions arm, Civil Group, at the event. “Advanced algorithms, AI and machine learning — the computer can really help detect the threats. ... Less touching, less pat downs, increased efficiency at the checkpoints. That'll be the checkpoint of the future, not only in the U.S. but all over the world.”
Moos noted that Leidos recently provided TSA with antimicrobial trays for the screening line and a UV disinfectant capability that cleans the trays before they are handed to the next passenger. These types of COVID-related changes will stay even after the pandemic threat lessens.

“We're really ensuring our officers and the public feel safe to fly again,” said Melissa Conley, senior advisor for requirements and capability analysis at TSA, at the event. “We're looking at UV lighting for cleaning and sanitizing the bins — I think that will last. All the cleaning standards we're putting in place — those will last as well. Those acrylic shield barriers, at those high touchpoints, I think those are going to last as well. Some of the face shields or surgical masks, I could see those being slowly phased out when a vaccine is at play.”

Before TSA deploys these types of technologies in airports, the Transportation Security Lab at the Department of Homeland Security Science & Technology Directorate is responsible for testing and approving them first. The lab is actively exploring ways to incorporate AI and machine learning into the TSA security-screening process to improve passenger and bag scanning, and reduce rates of false alarms.

“Let's say we're doing baggage screening. We have a bag that typically has explosives in, but actually has one of those mini umbrellas inside,” Barry Smith, manager of the lab's Applied Research Division, told GovernmentCIO Media & Research. “Now maybe the algorithm keys in on the umbrella and says there's an explosive in that bag. There are things we don't know.”

Smith wants the algorithms to be capable of accurately differentiating between a hairdryer and a gun, or an explosive and a mini umbrella, for example. Two techniques that accomplish this are "white box" and "black box," he said.

"In white box, the algorithm is completely open to us where we can see what they do and see if there's some weird feature they’re keying on that has nothing to do with the threat, like mistaking a hairdryer for a gun," he said. "In the black-box technique, we change the input to see the output and kind of massage the methodology — through trial and error.”
To test these algorithms and tweak them appropriately, the lab needs access to very large data sets, which is a challenge. Synthetic data sets, which create rapid analysis technologies, could be a solution, he said.

“What if we could take synthetic data and make a model person and inject a threat on the person that has all the physical characteristics of the threat? Then we could speed up testing," he added.

Although they did not provided any statistics, reducing false alarm rates and accelerating the scanning process could result in substantial cost savings, said Barry Masters, the lab's branch chief for spectroscopy development, testing and evaluation.

The lab is still exploring new methods for testing AI and machine-learning algorithms to ensure the algorithms are highly accurate when deployed at TSA.

“There are vulnerabilities we're not aware of when we test,” Masters said. “That's the whole reason we're looking for new methods to train these algorithms. What we don't know is what feature is extracted from the training data. We're looking at open-source code to see exactly what those algorithms are keying on to see if they're keying in on the right item, like the umbrella in the bag.”

The lab's research in this area might not only benefit TSA, but also other agencies within DHS and beyond, such as the Customs and Border Protection, the Secret Service, the Coast Guard, the Defense Department and the Department of State, Smith said.

As TSA continues to update and modernize its security-screening process to limit person-to-person contact and reduce false alarm rates, the lab hopes AI and machine learning will become mainstays in the process soon.

“It's 'research and development' — so we don't have any fast answers yet,” Smith said.
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